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8648

Swivel Palm Grip Magnetic Bit Set 25pc
A swivel palm grip 72 tooth ratchet driver, ideal for reaching those difficult to access fasteners,
supplied together with a set of 24 interchangeable bits that each feature a colour-coded ring and an
integral magnetic screw holder. The driver features a magnetic bit holder and will fit any standard 1/4"
shank screwdriver bits, and the kit contains a selection of popular sized bits including PzDrive, Phillips,
hex and Star suitable for use with Torx fixings. All supplied in an EVA foam tray for safe storage. Ideal
for use by automotive technicians, electricians, hobbyists and DIYers.

Additional Information
• Contains 24x 50mm long power tool bits, with quick chuck ends: PzDrive: Pz1, Pz2, Pz3; Phillips: Ph1, Ph2, Ph3; Hex: 3, 4, 5, 6mm;
Torx: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, T40; Tamperproof Torx bits: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30, T40.

• Bits manufactured from S2 silicone steel, with a chrome plated finish & a colour-coded ring for easy identification, each with an integral
magnetic screw holder.

• Also includes a swivel palm ratchet with magnetic 1/4" shank bit driver. Manufactured from chrome vanadium with anodised aluminium
handle.

• Ideal mechanics kit for tight areas; the magnetic bit holder helps prevent fixings being lost in the engine compartment.
• Presented in an EVA foam tray (30 x 150 x 225mm) convenient for user storage & limiting packaging waste.

http://lasertools.co.uk/product/8648 Video available: https://youtu.be/TIUoN3sWPI4
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